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CANADIAN TOY ASSOCIATION
L’ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DU JOUET
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

December 4, 2017	
			
Brennen Young
Director
Regulatory Cooperation
Regulatory Affairs Sector
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

VIA EMAIL: rcc-ccr@tbs-sct.gc.ca 


Dear Mr. Young: 

RE: Consultations on Federal-Provincial-Territorial Regulatory Cooperation under the CFTA

The Canadian Toy Association (CTA) is pleased to present comments in response to the November 4, Canada Gazette Part I consultation notice concerning regulatory reconciliation and cooperation under the Canadian Free Trade Agreement (CFTA).  

CTA is a non-profit trade association whose members consist of manufacturers, importers, and distributors of toys, games and hobby products generating over $2 billion in Canadian toy sales. Many CTA members are small and medium enterprises operating across Canada; however, the bulk of Canadian sales come from larger multinational toy companies, most of which are based in the U.S. 

Toy safety is a top priority for the industry. The CTA and its member companies recognize the important role we have in supporting child safety. For decades, the toy industry has worked in an ongoing partnership with consumer representatives, government officials and technical experts to ensure safety programs and toy standards incorporate the latest child development research and risk assessment techniques. A key component of this effort is promoting greater regulatory alignment between Canada and the U.S. and eliminating unnecessary red tape in pursuit of enhanced product safety. 

The CTA is supportive of the Regulatory Reconciliation & Cooperation Tables’ (RCT) mandate under the CFTA. In response to the November 4 consultation notice, we have outlined in the appendix to this letter detailed comments as it relates to where greater regulatory reconciliation should be applied between federal and provincial regulations. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or would like additional information.

Regards, 
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Serge Micheli 
Executive Director, 
Canadian Toy Association 
160 Tycos Drive, Suite 2219, Box 218
Toronto, ON M6G 1W8
Email: sm@canadiantoyassociation.ca

CC: 	Ms. Donna Polimac, Chair of the Board, Canadian Toy Association 

Appendix 
CTA Comments CG1 Consolation Notice regarding Federal-Provincial Territorial Regulatory Cooperation – December 4, 2017

Economic Overview of Canadian Toy Market
The toy industry operates in a global economy and for many businesses ensuring market access requires navigating through varying regulatory and policy requirements for toys. Operating a business in this environment can be complicated by national, and even sub-national, regulators developing their own exclusive requirements for toy products. Understanding and complying with these varying requirements presents several obstacles and challenges to Canadian toy manufacturers and distributors.
The Canadian toy industry has changed dramatically over the past few decades. The majority of the CTA members are SMEs operating across Canada. However, the bulk of production that defines the Canadian industry comes from large multinational toy companies, the majority of which are based in the U.S. Many of CTA’s importer/supplier members work with both Canadian and U.S. retailers to understand the consumer needs and wants. This in turn directs the production and importation of most toy products into Canada. 
While American and Canadian branded toys are largely produced outside of the U.S. and Canada, product design, marketing, and other high paying functions are largely North American-based jobs.
Promoting Regulatory Alignment & Reducing Red Tape
Our members regard aligning toy safety standards to be a fundamental objective in creating a secure regulatory system for toys. The toy industry has long advocated for the best coordinated safety standards globally that are based on sound science. 
	Avoiding unnecessary divergences in toy standards is a very important objective to ensuring product safety. Cooperation and coordination among regulators not only facilitates trade and commerce, but also strengthens related efforts such as enforcement and product recalls.
Avoiding unnecessary divergences or duplication in toy standards to enhance product safety is an objective embraced by Health Canada. Canada-United States Regulatory Cooperation Council Joint Forward Plan August 2014 - Website: https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/ip-pi/trans/ar-lr/rcc-ccmr/cjfp-rppc-eng.asp    Health Canada has also asserted its commitment to work with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission in the development of toy safety requirements to maximize aligned positions. US Consumer Product Safety Commission and Health Canada’s Commitment to Collaboration on Toy Safety (2012) – Website: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/advisories-avis/info-ind/ccts-cmsj-eng.php   
Provincial Barriers for RCT Consideration
Currently, there are three provincial regulations for stuffed articles that require their own distinct labelling requirements for toys. 
	Manitoba - Bedding and other Upholstered or Stuffed Articles Regulation
	http://www.gov.mb.ca/cca/cpo/acts/bedding.html
	Quebec - Act respecting stuffing and upholstered and stuffed articles
	http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/ShowDoc/cs/M-5/ 
	Ontario - Upholstered and Stuffed Articles regulation
	https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/010218 
	These three regulations are misaligned with Canada’s modern trade goals and commitments both domestically and internationally. 
	Inconsistency in regulations and testing between Canada and the U.S. has had major impacts on industry’s cost of production and in some cases ability to supply markets. Where regulations and standards are not aligned or there are different compliance protocols, such as these three stuffing regulations, companies are forced to establish and maintain increased administrative processes to create inventory segregation, supportive logistics and related recordkeeping, which in turn add to costs though do not improve safety. 
These three provincial regulations have added another layer of compliance onto domestic toy manufacturers and importers. For instance, product sold in Ontario will typically be distributed throughout Canada and must already comply with the rigorous safety requirements outlined under the Toy Regulations and the Canada Consumer Product Safety Act, administered by Health Canada. 
	The additional labelling regulations in ON, MB and QC increase costs and reduce product choices for consumers. Due to the economics of scale, some SMEs may simply refuse to sell in some of these provinces. 
Further, imported products (from the U.S. or any other country) are discriminated against because Canadian manufacturers can register their products in a single province while imported products must be registered in all three separate jurisdictions (ON, MB, QC) and pay three registration fees. This differential treatment is a violation of the WTO TBT Agreement (Section 2.1).
	Already, the Ontario Government has acknowledged the merit of this argument and is in the process of amending its laws to exclude toys from its unique labelling practices under the Ontario's Upholstered and Stuffed Articles Regulation Proposed Amendments to Ontario’s Upholstered and Stuffed Articles Regulation – October 4, 2017 – Website: http://www.ontariocanada.com/registry/view.do?postingId=24967&language=en . 
	The avoidance of unnecessary toy standards at the provincial level would be a significant achievement in enhancing the principles set out under the Regulatory Reconciliation & Cooperation Table under the CFTA. In addition, the elimination of these unnecessary labelling practices would further bolster the bilateral relationship between Canada and the U.S., while establishing a more effectively coordinated approach to product safety.
Recommended Approach for the RCT 
The CTA recommends that the RCT work with its provincial partners and leverage the leadership set out by Ontario to encourage the Manitoba and Quebec governments to issue an exemption for toys under their provincial regulations.
One of the reasons for the Ontario Government’s leadership in exempting toys is that they acknowledge that the health and safety risks from consumer products, including toys, are effectively managed by Health Canada’s Consumer Product Safety Directorate. 
	With the passage of the Canada Consumer Product Safety Act, Health Canada can address possible hazards and respond accordingly, thereby making such unique labelling practices in ON, MB and QC unnecessary.
	The elimination of the ON, MB and QC stuffing labelling regulations for toys would reduce compliance costs, promote trade, and allow companies to operate more efficiently in Canada. 
	Exempting toys from these regulations would not have any effect on product safety. The only difference would be a reduction in administrative costs for toy companies and one less product label.
	The CTA has been a very supportive of the proposal from the Ontario Government to exempt toys from its regulations. It bolsters the principle which the toy industry has been advocating under the U.S.-Canada Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC) initiative. We have actively sought to bolster the RCC mandate by encouraging greater regulatory alignment of toy safety standards among Canadian and U.S. regulators.


